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Introduction

As a consultant, I get to see how many different companies develop software.  Something 
I found interesting was how similar many of these companies were in terms of 
weaknesses in their software process. This paper is a collection of recommendations I 
propose time and time again. These are just the most basic recommendations.

This paper will propose a number of recommendations to improve the quality and time to 
market of software components. These recommendations are well known in the software 
engineering discipline and have been documented by a number of case studies that show 
improvement in the software process in terms of fewer bugs, faster time to market, and a 
higher level of satisfaction by the end users of the software components.

The recommendations are split into two groups; organizational, and coding. The 
organizational recommendations are more about how the department is run. The coding 
requirements are more about what the department produces. In each section the 
recommendations are in the order of their importance.

Organizational Recommendations

1) Invest in process improvement
Implementing these recommendations and keeping them current will require a large 
amount of someone’s time. Establish an official position (software manager, software 
lead, architect, etc.) and task that person with the responsibility of implementing these 
recommendations. This will take time away from production coding by that person 
especially at first, and always by some percent of their time. Realize that this is an 
investment no different than a capital investment that will pay back in the long term. 
Realize that by not doing so you will be creating long term problems that directly affect 
the quality of your product and result in higher cost overall.

2) Collect, organize, and centralize information
Establish an internal web site that contains or links to all the documentation pertaining to  
the software department and the products it produces. A team member should never have 
to ask someone to dig up a document from his or her personal workstation. Consider also 
keeping these documents under source control. Consider using a Wiki web server 
extension for collaborative documentation. Establish a standard ‘look’ for documents 
using an html template or standard Word template. Document all software standards and 
development tool setups.

3) Establish coding conventions



Document conventions for how code should be written. Enforce adherence to the 
conventions by team members. This is the time to re-evaluate past practices and learn 
from those who have done this before. There are many excellent books on this topic, 
some are listed in the References at the end of this paper.  

4) Improve the specification process 
Many specifications I see are of the ‘stream of consciousness’ type because they are an 
attempt to record the thought process of the engineer after they have produced an artifact. 
Specifications need to be written before the action of writing the software has begun. 
Improved and complete specifications will have a direct measurable effect on the quality 
of the product and will mean fewer (if no) surprises at system integration time. It is not 
possible to schedule a software effort without some type of specification up front. 
Specifications should be split up to form a hierarchy of functional (or system) 
specification overall, with a hardware specification, and a software specification 
supporting it. Specifications need not be overly verbose and should fit into an overall 
methodology. Some companies  like Big Upfront Design where specs are huge and 
unchanging and the process is a waterfall model. Others like Agile or Extreme processes 
where the spec is under constant change and many small iterations of software are 
produced. 
 
5) Document the schedule
A schedule for the software should be generated and documented. A simple spreadsheet is 
all that is required for this, not Microsoft Project. Tasks should be identified from the 
specification and broken down into a granularity no larger that numbers of days (or even 
hours.) See Painless Software Schedules in the reference section.

6) Share code in source control
Most of the time code is shared (if at all) via a ‘cut and paste’ method where multiple 
divergent copies are present in a number of source control projects. These should all be 
pulled from the same source file in source control and used directly in all projects. Source 
control should represent the Intellectual Property Library of the company and should be 
leveraged into as many products as possible. This may require some refactoring of the 
source code to allow for better configuration in each platform where it is used. The 
sources should be packaged into multiple folders where each folder represents a stand-
alone highly cohesive component with minimal coupling to other components.

7) Implement code reviews
Before any code is released it should be reviewed by a selection of team members. Bugs 
caught at this phase have been shown to be exponentially less costly than at later stages. 
A formal design review process should be established where the author must present the 
source and comments/suggestions are recorded and action items assigned. Consider using 
a video projector and a laptop.

8) Get bug tracking software
Use an off-the-shelf bug tracking product to keep track of bugs and new features. Resist 
the temptation to write your own using Access or some other database product. Open 



source Bugzilla or its variants work fine. FogBugz www.fogcreek.com/FogBugz is 
excellent.

9) Implement unit testing
Require developers to test their own code first by writing unit tests. These catch many 
bugs before they get to system integration and SQA where they cost much more to fix. 
Consider using a unit test framework similar to JUnit for Java.

10) Consider using an automatic documentation generator
Documentation beyond a high level software specification can be done by inserting 
special comments into the source. These ‘Java Doc’ comments can be extracted into nice 
looking Word or HTML documents automatically by tools such as Doxygen 
www.  doxygen  .org   or EA Architect www.sparxsystems.com.au .

11) Consider switching source control tools
SourceSafe has not had a major update in a decade. By today’s standards it is not a great 
tool. Other tools support a non-locking concurrent model where multiple programmers 
can work on the same file at the same time and changes are automatically merged. Check 
out open source cvs www.wincvs.org , subversion www.subversion.tigris.org , or 
Perforce www.perforce.com .

12) Consider establishing automatic nightly builds.
A system that automatically builds all products each night catches problems introduced 
when modifying shared code. Getting this information in a timely fashion is important to 
keep shipping product’s code bases intact while implementing new products and features.

Coding Recommendations

1) Establish a goal to have no warnings on the build
Too many warnings and the important (crash inducing) ones are missed among the noise. 
While it may not be possible to eliminate them totally, this should be the goal. No more 
than a page full for an entire build should be tolerated. A warning from the compiler is 
your friend. It is trying to tell you something important. 

2) Establish a goal to eliminate #ifdef and #define
The C preprocessor has many documented problems that cause many types of errors. C+
+ offers facilities that can lessen the dependence on the preprocessor. Refactoring using 
configuration classes, enumerations, and inline functions can eliminate #ifdefs and 
#defines.

 3) Eliminate global variables
Globals are a source of bugs and usually indicate system architecture that has not been 
thought through. These can be eliminated through the use of the singleton pattern and 
other techniques.

http://www.fogcreek.com/FogBugz
http://www.perforce.com/
http://www.subversion.tigris.org/
http://www.wincvs.org/
http://www.sparxsystems.com.au/
http://www.doxygen.org/


4) Reduce class sizes
Many times the code base has some monster sized classes. These are too complex to be 
effectively reused in other environments. Consider splitting them up into classes that are 
combined into an overall class via composition.

5) Reduce source file sizes
Source file sizes should not exceed a few tens of kilobytes. Files that exceed this indicate 
that they need to be broken up into smaller classes or simply fewer classes per file.
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